Cardinal Park Family Dental Care Voted “Best of Loudoun” Seven Years in a Row

Dr. Gary Ashton, Dr. Hugo Manrique, Dr. Christine Han and Dr. Nassir Barekzi, dentists in Leesburg, VA, proudly announce that their practice, Cardinal Park Family Dental Care, has earned the coveted Best of Loudoun award for excellence in family dentistry for seven consecutive years.

LEESBURG, Va. (PRWEB) April 29, 2019 -- Dr. Gary Ashton, Dr. Hugo Manrique, Dr. Christine Han and Dr. Nassir Barekzi, dentists in Leesburg, VA at Cardinal Park Family Dental Care, are proud to be named “Best of Loudoun” by the Loudoun Times-Mirror. This is the seventh time in a row their family dentistry office has been recognized for this award.

Each year, the regional publication encourages consumers to vote for their favorite product or service providers in the Loudoun County area. Voting is handled in two rounds, meaning that each winner must make it through semi-finals to win the coveted honor. As a seven-time recipient of the award, Cardinal Park Family Dental Care appreciates the patients who have supported the team of dentists so devoted to family dentistry.

Cardinal Park Family Dental Care was founded by Dr. Ashton in 1999. For the past 20 years, the practice has focused on delivering a wide array of family dentistry treatments and services, including cosmetic and restorative dentistry options. One of the biggest is placement of dental implants, full arch dental implants and implant supported dentures.

Known as the gold standard in tooth replacement, dental implants not only take the place of missing teeth but also prevent bone loss by stimulating jaw bone growth. When placed by a trained dentist in Leesburg, VA, dental implants have a 95% success rate and usually last at least 20 years or longer.

Another popular treatment available through Cardinal Park Family Dental Care is the comprehensive treatment of gum disease. Thought to affect about half the country’s population of adults, gum disease, characterized by inflammation and infection of the gums, is the main cause of tooth loss. Early diagnosis, treatment and management of gum disease can improve a patient’s life and lower the risk of systemic complications associated with chronic inflammation, including diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and certain cancers.

Individuals and families seeking a new dentist in Leesburg, VA are welcome to contact the award-winning practice by calling 703-779-2296 to set up their personalized appointment.

About the Dentists
Cardinal Park Family Dental Care has been serving the Loudoun County area with trusted dental care since 1999. Offering honest and comprehensive care, this team of dentists provides custom treatment plans and services, including single and full arch dental implants, Invisalign®, sleep apnea relief and cosmetic dentistry. Bringing training from prestigious organizations like the American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, The Dawson Academy and the Engel Implant Institute, this team of leading-edge clinicians stay on the frontline of modern and minimally invasive dentistry. To learn more about this team, the services they offer or their technologically advanced practice, visit www.cardinalparkfamilydental.com or call 703-779-2296.
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